Motivation: Many large genomes are getting sequenced nowadays. Biologists are eager to start microarray analysis taking advantage of all known genes of a species, but existing microarray design tools were very inefficient for large genomes. Also, many existing tools operate in a batch mode that does not assure best designs.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, many genomes from various taxa have been sequenced, including some large genomes like Drosophila (Myers et al. 2000) , Arabidopsis (Lin et al. 1999; Mayer 1999 ; The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), human (Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001) , mouse (Waterston et al. 2002) and rice (Goff et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2002) . Additional large genomes including maize (Chandler and Brendel 2002) , rat (Summers et al. 2001) , chicken (Ren et al. 2003) and dog (Kirkness et al. 2003) may soon become available. Microarrays are among the most widely used methods to carry out research base on finished genomes. Technological advances allow microarray experiments to be conducted at higher throughput and greater convenience, but microarrays must be carefully designed for the data produced from them to be useful. Specifically, spots on the arrays for detecting the expression level of each gene must be unique to that gene (i.e., exhibit high specificity), must be able to detect that gene (i.e., exhibit high sensitivity), and must function optimally under the same melting temperature and other experiment conditions (i.e., exhibit high uniformity). Given that microarray terminologies are not always consistent in the literature, in this paper we explicitly use the terms "probe" or "oligo" to denote the spotted sensor on the microarray surface, and the terms "target", "nontarget" or "sequence" to denote the labeled singlestrand DNA that are reverse-transcribed from mRNA.
Currently there are three major formats of microarrays, based on cDNA clones (DeRisi et al. 1997; Golub et al. 1999) , lithographically synthesized short oligos (Lockhart et al. 1996; Zuo et al. 2002) , and short or long synthesized oligos prescribed by users (Kane et al. 2000; Bosch et al. 2002) . cDNA clones are usually available as a byproduct of whole genome or EST sequencing projects and are readily available for chip manufacturing, but they suffer from high cross-hybridization noise due to their inability to differentiate similar genes or gene families sharing long stretch of common subsequences. Different cDNA spots may have very different melting temperatures with their intended targets and it is impossible to obtain an optimal experiment temperature that can successfully separate all target hybridizations from all nontarget hybridizations. Also, tracking and maintaining cDNA libraries have the potential to introduce additional errors into the experiments.
The Affymetrix lithographic arrays are the most popular short oligo (20-25 bp) array solution. They are manufactured in situ on silicon wafers and cannot be easily modified for ongoing genome projects without incurring the high cost of replacing fabrication masks. Short oligos as used in Affymetrix arrays cannot completely differentiate targets and nontargets in large genomes because these genomes tend to have the same or very similar 25-mers showing up in many genes. Therefore, multiple match/mismatch oligo pairs must be used to confirm the detection of a specific gene (Mei et al. 2003) .
The third type of microarrays uses longer oligos (50-70 bp) as spots. These arrays can be designed by end-users for all or a subset of the genes, and manufactured in small or large quantities. Since oligos used in these arrays can be individually updated throughout a project period, they allow quicker incorporation of new sequence data without incurring a high replacement cost. Due to their longer length and single-strand nature, the oligos can be made very sensitive to their intended targets and therefore often only one oligo is needed to detect a gene (Relógio et al. 2002) . Additionally, the oligos can be computationally optimized to achieve much greater specificity and uniformity, thereby reducing cross-hybridization noise. Because only sequence data are required to design oligo arrays, clone tracking errors are also avoided. These factors make long oligo arrays most suitable for studying species under ongoing sequencing projects or species with lesser commercial interest (for which commercial chips may not be available).
Currently, only a few publicly available software tools deal with the optimal oligo array design problem, and none of them can efficiently handle large genomes like human, mouse, or rice. Here we introduce a powerful new program, PICKY, that facilitates oligo microarray design for large as well as small genomes. Having PICKY freely available to academic users lowers the cost of array design and makes this technology more accessible to all.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS

The oligo design parameters
Because PICKY is designed to compute the best oligo set for large genomes, the first question that must be answered is what makes the best oligo set? There have been several articles about this (Lockhart et al. 1996; Kane et al. 2000; Li and Stormo 2001; Relógio et al. 2002) , suggesting several criteria including a) base composition limit (no single base should constitute more than 50% of an oligo); b) base distribution limit (no stretch of a continuous base should exceed 25% of the length of an oligo); c) GC content (best between 30-70%); d) no secondary structure (i.e., oligos should not form dimers and hairpins or attempt to target sequence regions that may form dimers and hairpins); e) length of continuous complementary match to nontargets (should ideally be less than 15 bp); and f) the overall complementarity to nontargets (should ideally be less than 75%). All of these conditions are considered by PICKY and most are user adjustable parameters that can be modified depending on the characteristics of the input data. Conditions a, b and d are implicitly enforced by the other conditions, e.g., a single base region longer than 25% of the oligo size is over 15 bp of a 60 bp oligo, so it cannot be targeted by an oligo with condition e because the reverse-complement of each sequence is also considered as a nontarget in PICKY's computation.
In addition to these, PICKY also considers more sophisticated design parameters. PICKY accepts minimum and maximum oligo lengths instead of a fixed length. Within the specified range it can adjust the length of oligos to achieve greater specificity and uniformity among all oligos. Rather than requesting the melting temperature (Tm) as a parameter from users, PICKY takes the minimum separation temperature as a parameter, and ranks best oligo candidates by comparing their target and nontarget melting temperatures. Only oligos that provide at least the minimum separation temperature will be considered in PICKY, and it is their joint temperature separations that finally determine the optimal Tm suggested by PICKY for microarray experiments. PICKY also handles multiple target and nontarget gene sets, where the nontarget sets are used as a screening background while oligos are being designed for the target sets. This allows, for example, a small budget experiment to study a handful of genes from a large genome, but still guarantees the results will be as good as those obtained from a whole genome microarray.
Among the suggested criteria for selecting the best oligo set, we have found conditions e and f recommended in Kane et al.'s paper (Kane et al. 2000) to be the most widely cited conditions (Li and Stormo 2001; Rouillard et al. 2002; Xu et al. 2002) . We call these Kane's first and second conditions. Since these two conditions are based on sequence similarity, they are not sufficient to determine good oligo candidates before in-depth thermodynamic calculation. Nevertheless, they provide the most efficient way to screen out bad oligo candidates. Although mismatches to nontargets do not ascertain good oligo candidates without thermodynamic comparisons, exact matches to nontargets do quickly identify oligos that should be avoided due to concerns of cross-hybridization. It will become clear in the following that Kane's two conditions play a pivotal role in the overall strategy of PICKY.
Suffix array construction and search
The first step in PICKY's oligo computation is to construct a generalized suffix array that can quickly identify all substrings contained in all sequences and their complements (Gusfield 1997) . Suffix array is a very efficient and space-saving data structure that records in alphabetical order all possible suffixes and their locations in the input sequences. The theory of suffix array states that the longest common prefix (LCP) shared by any two nonadjacent suffixes must be equal or shorter than the LCP of any two neighboring suffixes between them in the suffix array (Manber and Myers 1993) . Thus, to determine if a particular sequence shares some substrings of certain lengths with the other sequences, we can locate all its suffixes in the suffix array and scan both the left and right sides of each of its suffixes. The other suffixes encountered during the scan indicate shared substrings and their locations in the other sequences can be immediately identified. Since a sequence and its own complement are both represented in the suffix array, this scanning process also detects repetitive, low complexity, self-similar and self-complementary regions in the sequences. All of these are avoided as probe target regions by PICKY.
The Burkhardt-Kärkkäinen suffix array construction algorithm (Burkhardt and Kärkkäinen 2003) is used in PICKY after some modification. We have surveyed several suffix array algorithms and found it to be the quickest and the most memory efficient one to construct the generalized suffix array. To facilitate locating suffixes in the suffix array, an inverse suffix array is constructed after the suffix array, which indexes suffixes in the suffix array from the perspective of each sequence. To avoid string comparison and to speed up suffix array scanning, a longest common prefix (LCP) array that records the length of the shared prefix for each neighboring suffix pair is pre-computed using the Kasai et al. algorithm (Kasai et al. 2001) . Altogether, PICKY requires 20 bytes to represent each DNA base in those arrays. If double-strand screening is turned off, the requirement drops to only 10 bytes per input base.
Avoiding unnecessary computation
In the second step, PICKY uses the suffix array to guard against Kane's first condition, i.e., to make sure that no oligo target regions on any sequence share a common stretch equal or longer than the maximum match length of 15 bp (or a value specified by the users) with a nontarget. A linear-time sweep across the suffix array looking at the two immediate neighbors of each suffix can quickly identify all regions on all input sequences that must be ruled out for violating this condition. This provides a dramatic boost in PICKY speed because it is not necessary to conduct the subsequent local alignment and thermodynamic calculation for these bad regions.
In addition to finding regions that violate Kane's first condition, for all remaining regions PICKY also records their average longest match length equal or higher than the minimum match length of 10 bp (or a value specified by the users). This information is used both to paint the onscreen sequences with different background colors to indicate crosshybridization likelihood, and to prioritize regions when they are being considered for oligo selection. The average longest match length is used as the priority score in PICKY instead of the more elaborated average landscape adopted in the program ProbeSelect (Levy et al. 1998; Li and Stormo 2001) . The reason is that for large genomes, there is a greater chance of random short matches among sequences, and averaging these random matches does not help discriminating good and bad regions. For example, a 3,460 maize gene set is analyzed in Figure 1 , where the number of sequences that cannot have any probe-size region that is free of random short matches to the other sequences is drawn against the match size. When the minimum match size considered is 10 bp or above, none of the sequences can get any probe, and therefore are all bad. Averaging short matches at this size does not help identifying good and bad sequence regions. However, when the minimum match size is increased, the number of bad sequences drops sharply, and then levels off. This is when randomness ceases, and what remain are significant matches that should really be avoided. Therefore, by averaging the longest matches found in each region they can be more correctly prioritized.
Local alignment and melting temperature estimation
The third step in PICKY's computation is to find, for each best candidate region of a sequence, all other sequences that are similar to it. Using the suffix array, these nontargets can be quickly gathered as stated earlier, and their melting temperatures with oligo candidates can then be estimated. There are several different models for predicting the melting temperatures of DNA hybridization. The model chosen in PICKY is the nearest neighbor (N-N) model (Breslauer et al. 1986; Rychlik et al. 1990; SantaLucia et al. 1996; Allawi and SantaLucia 1997 •H and •S are the accumulated enthalpy and entropy values based on the sequence content of an oligo and its target region using the updated N-N parameter tables (Allawi and SantaLucia 1997) , R is the molar gas constant 1.987, C is the molar concentration of total oligonucleotides in the microarray experiment, and [Na + ] is the molar concentration of salt. The oligonucleotide concentration is generally unknown, so a value of 1×10 -6 M is used by default as suggested in the literature (Li and Stormo 2001; Kaderali and Schliep 2002; Rouillard et al. 2003) . Salt has a stabilizing effect on oligonucleotide annealing, so a salt concentration term is added to the equation to correct for that temperature shift with a coefficient of 12.0 as suggested by an oligo vendor and the literature (SantaLucia et al. 1996; Devor et al. 2002) . This is lower than some other studies (Rychlik et al. 1990; Nielsen et al. 2003) . The initialization and dangling end effects (Bommarito et al. 2000) are also considered in PICKY. There are differences between hybridization in solution and on a microarray surface because one end of the oligos is fixed to the array surface, but currently there are no known surface based parameters. We are therefore using solution based parameters as the best approximation and will start using surface based parameters when they become available.
The melting temperature between an oligo candidate and its target region is estimated first. Its melting temperatures with all potential nontargets are estimated next to prevent imperfectly matched cross-hybridization. Note that oligos with perfectly matched nontargets have already been screened out in the previously step. Generally, it is harder to estimate nontarget melting temperatures given the limited knowledge of mismatch hybridization. Although there is only one perfect match to an oligo (i.e., its Watson-Crick complement), there are an enormous number of imperfect matches between an oligo and its nontargets. Fortunately, precise nontarget melting temperatures are not necessary to simply tell if they can cause cross-hybridizations. Our strategy thus is to use Kane's second condition as a guideline, which states that any sequence similarity over 75% (or a value specified by the users) can potentially cause problems and must be examined. Using the suffix array, we uncover and align all nontargets with an oligo candidate up to the similarity level of Kane's second condition. Although sequence alignment generally takes quadratic time to compute, we have devised a novel local alignment method that works in linear time. The algorithm works by interleaving row and column computations of the alignment matrix and dynamically maintaining a viable alignment band until it ends. The alignment results are then used to estimate the probe/nontarget melting temperatures using the same equation above. N-N parameters that accommodate simple mismatches have been experimentally determined. From the literature we have found parameters for single base mismatches (e.g., G·A, G·G or G·T) (Allawi and SantaLucia 1997; Peyret et al. 1999) and dangling end and gap mismatches (i.e., bulge or loop) (Zuker et al. 1999; Bommarito et al. 2000) . The calculated melting temperatures of an oligo candidate with all its nontargets are then used to prioritize the oligo in the final step.
Probe set selection and optimal experiment temperature determination
The last step is to compare target and nontarget melting temperatures of all probe candidates from all sequences in order to find a subset that can detect each gene, has the least chance to cross-hybridize, shares a uniform temperature range, and maximizes the distance between the lowest target and the highest nontarget melting temperatures of the chosen set. PICKY reports the optimal microarray experiment temperature after the probe set has been determined; this differs significantly from most oligo design tools that take the temperature as input to screen against probe candidates.
Selection of the optimal set of probe candidates resembles a non-integer knapsack problem (Martello and Toth 1990) , which is known to be NP-complete (i.e., it takes exponential time to optimally solve). However, we can limit ourselves to consider only the best, say, 5 nonoverlapping probe candidates of each gene, and we can use an iterative algorithm to approximate the optimal selection of the probe set. First, the experiment temperature is set to the average mid-temperature between all target and nontarget melting temperatures of all probe candidates, and then their deviations from this temperature are computed. For each gene, their probe candidates up to a user desired number are selected into a new set based on their deviations. A new experiment temperature will then be determined by the new set, and this iteration is repeated until it converges to an optimal set and an optimal temperature that no longer changes. The oligos designed are then presented in a GUI panel where they can be examined and subsequently saved to files.
It may seem that secondary structure screening is omitted from PICKY steps. That is not the case. Because all sequences and their reverse-complements are represented in the suffix array and are included in cross-hybridization screening, self-similarity tests for secondary structures are conducted alongside mutual similarity tests for cross-hybridizations. Thus, no additional secondary structure screening step is necessary in PICKY. Furthermore, PICKY's inclusion of the reverse-complement of each input sequence ensures that oligos designed will function correctly even in the presence of anti-sense transcripts (Lehner et al. 2002; Shendure and Church 2002; Carmichael 2003; Osato et al. 2003; Yelin et al. 2003) .
RESULTS
Effects of the minimum and maximum match parameters
PICKY's minimum match parameter determines its sensitivity level: exact matches found in the suffix array that are shorter than this are considered harmless and ignored. Conversely, the maximum match parameter determines its tolerance level: exact matches that are equal or longer than this are discarded immediately since they are considered unsafe by Kane's first condition. Only matches whose length falls between these two limits will trigger the timeconsuming local alignment, nontarget melting temperature estimation and oligo candidate validation process. Therefore, the minimum and maximum matches determine the number of nontargets screened by PICKY, and its speed. Different combinations of these two parameters were used to process a 3,460 maize gene set to reveal their effects on PICKY speed and the number of oligos it can design. The results are shown in Figure 2 .
As seen in Figure 2a , when the minimum match is shortened, a lot of random short matches are admitted into the validation pipeline and that considerably increases the runtime of PICKY. However, they do not have much effect on the number of oligos designed (Figure 2b ). For example, reducing minimum match from 10 to 9 bp increases PICKY runtime from 930 to 3,225 seconds but only reduces oligos designed from 3,184 to 3,174. Despite the greatly increased workload to screen short random matches, only a few slightly unfavorable oligos are removed from the set. This substantiates again the reasoning earlier in Avoiding unnecessary computation that short random matches are not good indicators of region uniqueness. Alternatively, increasing minimum match cannot improve PICKY speed but will admit bad oligos into the set, so a reasonable default value for this parameter is set to 10 bp (indicated by red circles in this figure). Rigorous probability modeling and computer simulation also suggest this default setting (see the Supplementary information).
The effect of maximum match is less obvious in the previous example because this parameter only controls sequences that are highly similar to each other, and these tend to be rare in smaller gene sets. To see its effect on larger gene sets, we ran PICKY on a rice gene set containing 57,721 sequences. This gene set not only is large but contains lots of highly similar sequences. In fact, the largest gene family in this set contains over 9,399 transposon sequences that are more than 90% similar to each other over 90% of their entire length (see Benchmark oligo sets). The results under different maximum matches are shown in Figure 3 with time drawn in log-scale. It can be seen that for large genomes it may be necessary to set a higher maximum match tolerance in order to obtain more usable oligos. For example, increasing maximum match from 15 to 16 bp significantly increases the number of oligos designed, from 21,061 to 35,831. Extending the maximum match beyond 17 bp, however, results in diminishing oligo return and a much greater chance of cross-hybridization. Therefore, users have to decide a balance between the quality and the number of oligos for their projects. Interestingly, the running time of PICKY in log-scale corresponds precisely with the number of oligos designed. Initially when the maximum match is increased from the default of 15 bp, a lot of oligo candidates that were previously excluded are entered into PICKY's screening pipeline, causing exponential time growth. Nonetheless, the growth quickly levels off after most random short matches are admitted into the computation pipeline and the remaining long matches no longer get added by simply extending the maximum match.
Temperature landscapes and the minimum separation
Despite the explanation in SYSTEMS AND METHODS, PICKY does not enumerate all oligo candidates of a target region to individually compare them with all potential nontargets. Instead, all nontargets discovered by the suffix array are aligned and compared to the whole target region just once, for each gene. Two temperature landscapes are produced during this process. One is computed from the target region itself and includes all oligo candidates within the allowable lengths at different locations. For example, in Figure 4a , the target temperature landscape of a sequence region is shown. Oligo candidates targeting between base location 773 to 862 and with variable length 50 to 70 bp can hybridize with this region at different melting temperatures. Only locations targeted by valid oligos have a nonzero temperature. Hence, temperatures for longer oligos start dropping off beyond location 792 (862-70mer=792) and the last location in this region that can be targeted is 812 (862-50mer=812).
The nontarget temperature landscape for the same region (Figure 4b ) is computed by aligning each potential nontarget with the target region and estimating its melting temperatures with all oligo candidates for the same region. Since the goal is to avoid crosshybridizations, only the highest nontarget temperature discovered at each location is recorded in the nontarget temperature landscape. Hence, this landscape is relatively flat because the highest temperature found in a location is shared by all oligos overlapping the same location. In batch-mode style processing a program might have selected oligos with the highest target temperatures, e.g., the 70mer oligo targeting location 778 indicated by the red circle in Figure 4a . In PICKY's integrated approach instead, both the target and nontarget landscapes are considered, and it is their difference that determines the oligo selection. The temperature difference between the two landscapes is shown in Figure 4c . The best oligo candidate for this region of the gene should actually be the 64mer targeting location 796 indicated by the red circle in Figure 4c because a greater difference in melting temperature translates to both a greater specificity and a lower background. The oligo for a gene is later selected among the best candidates of each valid region of the gene by further comparing their temperatures. This example also highlights the benefit of varying oligo lengths to achieve a higher difference between target and nontargets melting temperatures.
Although the highest temperature in the difference landscape suggests an oligo candidate, it may still be rejected if its value is lower than the minimum temperature separation. PICKY's default setting is to ignore oligo candidates whose target and nontarget melting temperature difference is lower than 20°C. This parameter can be adjusted by the users, but we do not recommend setting it lower than 10°C because the nontarget melting temperature is only an estimate that is likely to vary from the true value, potentially admitting cross-hybridizations. On the other hand, a higher separation can reduce the total number of valid oligos found. Therefore, based on our experience 15-20°C seems to be the most suitable range for this parameter. Once an oligo candidate is selected, the other candidates overlapping it will not be considered further, but non-overlapping candidates will continue to be selected while they still satisfy the minimum temperature separation. This selection is independent of the order of the input sequences since genes are considered individually at this stage.
Comparing oligo and cDNA arrays
Many large-genome species underwent an allotetraploidization event during their evolution (Helentjaris et al. 1988; Gaut and Doebley 1997) . Because of this, these genomes contain many paralogs. Over time paralogs typically undergo one of two fates: 1) decay through mutation resulting in a pseudogene; or 2) functional divergence (reviewed by (Wendel 2000) ). Functional divergence can occur either via alterations of gene function or expression pattern. The hypothesis has been that members of gene families exhibit cell type specific expression patterns. Given the high degree of nucleotide similarity, it is impossible to study the expression patterns of individual paralogs using cDNA arrays. PICKY can design oligo arrays that differentiate the expression patterns of certain gene family members. We analyzed PICKY oligo design for a 57,721 rice gene set and summarize the result in Table 1 .
Rice genes are clustered into families using two stringency settings: greater than 90% similarity over 90% of sequence length, and greater than 80% similarity over 80% of sequence length. For the first cluster 3,579 families are identified, containing a total of 19,419 genes. For these, PICKY can only design 716 oligos. Obviously, at this level of similarity it becomes thermodynamically impossible to differentiate paralogous genes. With the 80% cluster, PICKY can design 2,756 oligos for a total of 26,440 genes, or about 10%. It is still low, because the 90% cluster is a subset of the 80% cluster and includes all highly similar genes. If we consider only sequences that are added to the 80% cluster, i.e., those whose similarity is between 80-90%, then PICKY can design 2,040 oligos for 7,021 sequences. Actually, in both clusters most gene families (>99%) have less than 11 members but the largest gene family is made of many transposon sequences and consists about 48% total clustered genes . By removing this family, PICKY can design 1,682 oligos for 4,015 sequences at the 80-90% similarity level with a 42% success rate. PICKY design parameters can be further relaxed to increase these numbers, albeit the oligos may have a lower quality.
Comparing PICKY with the other oligo design tools
We compared PICKY with several existing oligo design tools and tabulated the results in Table 2 . Programs that are not available to us or that cannot handle our input are not included. Initially four gene sets ranging from 250 to 57,721 sequences were to be considered, but only the smaller two sets can be tested on time for publication. The execution time and the number of oligos designed by each tool are listed.
Probably the most distinctive benefit of PICKY is its speed. We ran all oligo design tools with the same gene sets on the same dual 500 MHz Pentium III Dell with 512 MB memory. Since PICKY does not depend on external software to execute, it completely avoids the overhead of loading and executing external programs. PICKY uses suffix array to uncover similarities, and conducts slower melting temperature calculation only after all highly similar regions have been ruled out. Ironically, these highly similar regions would require the longest time to align and estimate for melting temperatures. A lot of time might have been wasted in processing them in the other tools. PICKY is very efficiently implemented as outlined in this paper, and also employs sophisticated computer science techniques like multi-threading, template libraries and combinatorial optimization.
Another noticeable difference is that PICKY only designed oligos that can unambiguously identify each input sequence. The other tools designed oligos for almost all input sequences despite the fact that some redundant input sequences are too similar to be individually recognized by oligo arrays. For example, Contig84 is a proper subsequence of Contig2138 in the set and cannot have any unique oligo designed for it. However, all the other tools designed an oligo for it that either perfectly matches with Contig2138 or is targeting the poly-T region, but only OligoArray 2.1 indicates this fact to its users. Finally, PICKY seems to be the only tool that also considers the reverse strand of each input sequence and can protect against anti-sense transcripts with its design.
Benchmark oligo sets and PICKY availability
We have used PICKY to design oligo sets for several large-genome species (see Table 3 ). These benchmark oligo sets can be downloaded directly from our website (see Availability) for interested scientists to study and compare. These sets are meant for evaluation only since new features added to PICKY later may not be reflected in the archived oligo sets. Interested scientists should contact us before ordering oligos based on our design. Oligo sets for more species may be added later if people request them and we can obtain their complete gene sets for design. Note that for each species processed, PICKY's parameters can be attenuated to achieve either a higher quality but smaller oligo set, or vice versa. The various parameter settings and the resulted oligo sets are all documented at our website.
Users can also license PICKY directly from us and run it on their own gene collections. The added benefit of running PICKY directly is that it can be used for other research purposes such as sequence comparison, function annotation, gene family clustering, and phylogenetic study. PICKY's interactive display of detected gene similarities and multiple sequence alignments allows users to explore its results dynamically and efficiently without cluttering their screen. A standard version of PICKY is available to academic users without charge. For commercial users, or users who request special alternations to PICKY for their needs, a licensing fee may be requested to support the continuous development of PICKY.
DISCUSSION
A pipeline of screening is typically conducted in the other oligo design tools, e.g., BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) or a hashing method is used to select unique oligo candidates base on similarity, then MFold (Zuker 2003) or some other tools are used to estimate thermodynamic properties (Xu et al. 2002; Nielsen et al. 2003; Rouillard et al. 2003; Wang and Seed 2003) . In our opinion, a batch-mode design cannot produce the optimal oligo sets. The most critical problem of this method is that the size of the oligos and the experiment temperature must be given a priori as parameters to get the design pipeline started, but our research suggests that these parameters should instead be determined by the chosen oligo set after it has been selected. Similar to the other people's observation (Nielsen et al. 2003; Rouillard et al. 2003) , we also noticed that the best oligo set should contain oligos of varying sizes, i.e., nonuniformity in oligo lengths can achieve greater uniformity in the melting temperatures of all oligos and reduce the chance of cross-hybridization. To sum up, we believe PICKY achieves the global optimization that is better than a batch-mode design output.
PICKY has an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI). To avoid the overhead of having to maintain different code when deploying PICKY to different computing platforms, a nice cross-platform GUI library wxWindows (http://www.wxwindows.org) is used. It allows the same PICKY source code to compile on all supported platforms including Mac, Windows and Linux. PICKY currently contains over 10,000 lines of C++ code and is expected to grow Figure 1 . Bad sequences vs. minimum match size considered. A 3,460 maize gene set is analyzed, where the number of sequences that cannot have any probe size region free of short matches to the other sequences is drawn against the minimum match size considered. Many sequences are considered bad due to short random matches, but only a few really have longer bad matches. 
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